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Outline
• Brief Review
• Network Status
• Discussion Topics

– Making the network more robust
– Adding partners and datasets
– Unidata’s “Next-Gen LDM”

• Open Discussion



Brief Review• Antarctic-IDD circa 2000/2004
• A real-time data exchange network

– Both research and operational applications
– Common, uniting infrastructure for the Antarctic 

meteorology community.
• Participants:

– U. Wisconsin, U.Ohio, Colorado U., NCAR, SOPP, 
CSBF, and AWI (via Wisconsin)

• ~1Gb of data per day flows on the Antarctic-IDD
– AMPS, Antarctic Satellite Composites, AWS 

observations, etc.

 





Discussion Topics
– Making the network more robust:

• Adding CU and BPRC to NCAR and SOPP 
distribution

• Testing network without Wisconsin hub
– Having CSBF as end user check

• Adding key relay hub sites:
– Unidata? 
– RPSC?

– Adding partners and datasets
• New participants - domestic and international -

interested in joining?
• New datasets?

– Research or operational?
• Data formats  - common and variety



Nex-Gen LDM
Unidata considering Next Generation LDM - why?
• Bandwith usage by top-level relay sites

– Huge
– Must receive everything "just in case”

• Topology of LDM network is relatively static
• Challenges in adapting to changes in underlying network
• Challenges due to IT departments performing IP-based 

filtering
• Limited number of feed types
• Limitations of pattern-matching: set operations (union, 

intersection) are difficult
• Less convenient for non-realtime data (e.g. case studies)
• Queue residence time limitations can result in missing 

data
• Difficulty in discovering data
• Doesn't do Windows



File Naming Convention
• Using the experimental (EXP) data feed in LDM

– Issue with need to share feed with other data flows

• Hence file names are prefixed as:
USAP.Center.Data.Day.Time.etc.etc.

– USAP = Antarctic-IDD product prefix
– Center = Originating group or source

• e.g. AMRC, NCAR, SSCC, etc.
– Data = Type of Data

• e.g. AWS, Composite, GRIB, etc.
– Day, time, model level, forecast hour, spectral band, etc.

• Test model for the Unidata community
• Least specific to most specific

Note: We have tested a product naming scheme 
that removes the need for feed types



Unidata’s Expectations for Nex-Gen LDM

• Deal with increasing data volumes (faster than network 
bandwidth allows)

• Handle bandwidth competition
• Work with Institutional Policy 

– Deal with “shaping”
– Charging for bandwidth

• Support dynamic routing of products (through-put, 
congestion, better connectivity)

• Support arbitrary data-products (not pqact coordination, 
one time products, case studies, not just regular 
expressions - union and intersection)

• Support modern application conventions (GUI, Web, 
automatic download/install, platform independent)



Antarctic-IDD Input to Nex-Gen

• We get to have input into the process!
– Submit our “User-story” to Unidata
– What do we want LDM to do?
– What do we like about LDM?
– What don’t we like about LDM?
– Concerns?

• New code likely based on Java
– …and use xml for configuration



Thank You!

To Join the Antarctic-IDD:
E-mail: mattl@ssec.wisc.edu
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